
The 3rd Digital Marketing & gTLD Strategy Congress 
From Strategy to Reality –Launch Stories for Operationalizing your New gTLD

March 3-4, 2014 –Dream Hotel – New York, NY

Day One – Monday, March 3, 2014

8:00 Registration and Breakfast

8:45 Congress Welcome and Chair’s Opening Address - An Overview of Current and
Pending TLD Launches and Anticipated Timeframes for the Months Ahead

David Green
Head of Global Digital Marketing
KPMG

By March 2014 it is highly anticipated that several new TLDs will have launched and be in the live
operational phase. During this session be brought up to speed on the current status of new TLDs
that have actually “gone live” as well as those that are highly anticipated to launch in the coming
months.

9:05 Behind-the-Scenes into a Live TLD Launch – Lessons Learned for Crafting a
Successful TLD Launch Strategy 

Shaul Jolles
CEO
Dot Latin LLC

Bill Doshier
President
Dot Strategy

In conversation with:

John L. Kane
Vice President, Corporate Services
Afilias

Moving the discussion from pre-operation implementation to launch, during this session
attendees will go behind-the-scenes into the live launch of several brand and generic TLDs as they
take you behind-the-scenes into their launch strategy from the passing of the application through
and including navigation of the sunrise and landrush periods. Learn what stumbling blocks were
encountered along the way, what issues your team may have not planned for as well as
recommended best practices for ensuring your launch process is a smooth one.

10:15 Networking Refreshment Break



10:45 Ensuring Your Digital Identity Matches Your Brand Experience – Insights for
Enhancing Brand Value by Exploiting Opportunities Presented With TLD Platforms

Jonathon Nevett
Co-Founder & EVP
Donuts Inc.

David Green
Head of Global Digital Marketing
KPMG

In conversation with:

Jennie-Marie Larsen
CEO
Domain Diction

● Brand migration – strategic considerations for moving from .com category to your own
brand addressing category

● Brand equity – exploring and integrating known capabilities of registry systems to go-
to-market approach and operations

● Brand concept – exploiting new TLDs to create valuable new extensions for your brand
in new categories and customer segments

● Brand protection – protecting your brand in an expanded TLD space incl. innovative
approaches for registries seeking to protect brand names above and beyond ICANN
requirements

● Brand aid – brands and registry providers working together

11:30 Not All gTLDs Will Be Created Equal – How to Best Position Your TLD for Maximum
Exposure and Client Usage

Steve Machin
C.E.O 
The Dot Tickets Organisation

As more and more gTLDs gear up for and actively enter the launch phase, it will be essential for
new gTLDs looking to distinguish themselves in the digital marketplace to have a thorough
understanding of how their new TLD can offer opportunities for brand extension in the digital
realm. Gain strategies for ensuring your domain name and digital identity work hand in hand to
further your marketing and brand building goals by understanding what the true value of your
TLD is. 

11:50 Spotlight Session: Practical Insights for Brand and Generic Registries on How to
Work Best With Your Registrar 

Rich Merdinger
Vice President of Domains



GoDaddy

Now that several new TLDs have “gone live” the industry can begin to look back and evaluate our
experiences and lessons learned with an eye towards discerning best practices as we continue to
move forward with TLD launches. During this session hear from Mr. Merdinger as he shares with
you insights on how brand and generic registries can work most effectively with registrars
without sacrificing your flexibility and creativity as a registry operator. Learn how to preserve the
unique value of your new DOT as you are provided with useful insights into how to best maintain
your relationship with your registrar.

12:15 ICANN Keynote Address

Akram Atallah
President, Global Domains Division
ICANN

12:45 Networking Luncheon

2:00 Spotlight Address: How to Effectively Utilize Your Brand to Build Customer Loyalty in
the Digital Age

Chris Malone
Managing Partner, Fidelum Partners
Former Chief Marketing Officer, Choice Hotels
Former Senior Vice President, Marketing, ARAMARK Corporation

2:30 .NYC Case Study

Jeffrey J. Neuman
Vice President, Registry Services
Neustar, Inc.

3:00 Understanding the Future of Search and What Impact It Will Have on Your TLD
Strategy 

Preston Carey 
Business Development Director, US & UK
Yandex

Johnny Zhu
CEO
CharmClick, Baidu European Partner

In conversation with:

Luke Judge
Sales and Marketing Director
Net Media Planet



Recent studies across industries indicate that gTLD awareness among consumers remains fairly
low despite their impending launch. During this session hear from representatives from several
prominent search engines as they discuss SEO optimization strategies for your new .BRAND in the
post-gTLD internet landscape.

3:45 Networking Refreshment Break

4:15 Interactive Roundtable Discussions

For the following sessions attendees will be provided with the opportunity to break out into
smaller round tables discussions. Join in on more intimate conversations and benefit from this
free from opportunity to network with your peers in a smaller group setting. Select to join the
tables that will be discussing topics that are of most interest to you. Attendees are free to move
between discussions during this time.

Topic 1: Maneuvering for Launch – Practical Tips for Effectively Coordinating Internal and
External Resources to Achieve a Seamless TLD Implementation

William Martinez
Director, .gop Registry
Republican State Leadership Committee

During this session benefit from a well-rounded discussion that will explore how to effectively
manage both internal team members across departments as well as external resources to ensure a
successful TLD implementation.

Topic 2: How to Build a Winning Digital Marketing Innovation Roadmap from Ideation to
Execution

Peter LaMantia 
CEO
Authentic Web Inc.

Your .Brand registry has been approved. Now it’s time to switch gears and move from ideation
into go to market execution and deliver a return on investment. Engage in an interactive round
table with peers and industry professionals on practical next steps and expectations for marketing
and IT leaders as you are guided through a discussion how to move from ideation and strategy
into planning and execution.

Topic 3: Novel Brand Extension Opportunities for TLD Owners and Brands through
Strategic Alliances and Partnerships

Jeff Sass
CMO 
.CLUB

Opening the door for market engagement and customer touch points not previously possible



through the world-wide web, this panel will explore the many unique opportunities that are
available for brands and new TLD owners through the use of alliances and partnerships. Learn
how to further bolster your brand, market reputation and prominence within your industry as you
benefit from a discussion on how to mine for and seek out opportunities for extending your brand
by creatively leveraging a new TLD. 

Topic 4: How to Set a Realistic but Workable Budget for Your TLD Launch

José Ignacio Rasco
Managing Director& Co-Founder
STRAAT Investments

How can an entity go about setting a budget for something as novel as the launch of a new TLD? A
first-time endeavor for many TLD applicants, it is critical to understanding exactly what your
launch costs will be so as to avoid crafting a marketing budget that may ultimately represent only
a fraction of your realistic costs and spend. During this discussion, go behind the scenes as you are
guided though a discussion of the evolution of how one TLD effectively mapped out their financial
budget as well as insights into what steps were taken during the launch process to ensure the
budget kept pace with the needs of the launch.

5:30 Congress Adjourns to Day Two

Day Two – Tuesday, March 4, 2014

8:45 Breakfast & Morning Networking 

9:30 Interactive Working Group Sessions

Workshop A: Early Results from the TMCH – Brand Strategies for Effectively Monitoring
Your Trademarks and Registrations during Sunrise and Landrush 

Aimee Nolan
Associate General Counsel
W.W. Grainger, Inc.

Karen J. Bernstein
Principal
Bernstein IP

Jonathon Nevett
Co-Founder & EVP
Donuts Inc.

Ensuring your brand’s underling IP rights are properly registered and protected during the
sunrise period for your new gTLD is paramount to ensuring that your domain name(s) will be
properly protected post-launch. During this interactive session hear from a diverse panel
including perspectives from both applicant and non-applicant brands as well as the Trademark
Clearinghouse as they discuss – 



● Understanding how new gTLDs are impacting brand portfolio control
● Addressing top of mind issues for brand trademark counsel as new gTLDs come online
● Safeguarding strategies for best protecting the domain names that match your

trademarks
● Cybersquatting and TLD security  - post-launch internet monitoring strategies to

address fraud, counterfeiting, internet security and hacker threats

Workshop B: Premium Domain Name Strategies for Corporate and Generic Registries – A
Guide to Effectively Working with Domain Investors, Brokers and Auction Houses 

Rich Merdinger
Vice President of Domains
GoDaddy

Michael H. Berkens
Co-Founder and Managing Director
Right of the Dot, LLC 

Monte Cahn
Co-Founder and President
Right of the Dot, LLC

Lori Anne Wardi
Vice President
.CO

During this session hear from a diverse panel including representatives from domain investors,
brokers and auction houses as they share and discuss with you strategies for determining the true
value of your new TLD. Offering a unique opportunity for businesses to truly customize their
online identity, attendees of this session will walk away with firsthand insights into how to
effectively work with those on the investment side of the TLD community as you learn how TLD
valuation determinations are made as well as what criteria go into evaluating the value of a new
TLD.

11:00 Networking Refreshment Break

11:30 Industry Association Spotlight - Addressing the Top Three Challenges Currently
Facing the Members of the Brand Registry Group 

Philip Sheppard
Director General
Brand Registry Group

12:00-1:15 Networking Luncheon

12:15-12:35 Spotlight Address

Jodee Rich



CEO
PeopleBrowsr, new TLDs dotCEO, dotBest and dotKred

1:15 The Future of Consumer Engagement – A Vision of the Brand Experience Post-gTLD

James Anstey
SVP, Digital
H+K Digital

In conversation with:

Jennie-Marie Larsen
CEO
Domain Diction

● Understanding how your new TLD can be effectively used to communicate your
product’s story/message in the digital landscape

● Strategies for successfully utilizing your new TLD to best connect with your target
market and customer base – how to get the right messages in front of the right people 

● “Outside the box” strategies for ensuring maximum positioning of your brand post-
gTLD – examining how a brand engagement strategy should look and feel in the new
digital landscape

● Effective strategies for maximizing traffic potential to your new TLD – understanding
the impact on search of new TLDs

1:55 Case Study: Brand Protection Insights from A Round 1 Applicant and Non- on How to
Effectively Utilize Second-Level Domains to Further Extend Your Brand and Strengthen
Partner Relationships

Leslie Shanklin
Vice President, Business & Legal Affairs
Scripps Networks

Sarah Feingold
Counsel
Etsy, Inc.

In conversation with:

Jennifer C. Wolfe
Founder & President, Wolfe Domain
Co-Managing Partner, Wolfe Sadler Breen Morasch & Colby

Did your company want to see how TLD launches from Round 1 pan out before making the
substantial time and financial investment? Maybe your company submitted an application and
then re-thought your strategy and decided to withdraw? Possibly you are contemplating applying
for your .BRAND in Round 2 and are just looking for insights into what you need to do now to best
protect your brand? During this session hear directly from brand applicants and non-applicants as



they share brand protection strategies and insights on how to best utilize second-level domains to
engage with your partners. 

2:35 Networking Refreshment Break

3:00 How to Effectively Build an Integrated Social Media Strategy Dedicated to Leveraging
All Your Digital Assets to Connect With Customers

George Faulkner
Manager, Social Brand Engagement
Social Strategy and Programs
IBM

Gemma Craven
Executive Director, Head of Social Customer Engagement
OgilvyOne Worldwide

During this engaging session hear how several brands are considering and acting on the
possibilities that TLDs will offer in connection with existing and emerging social media platforms.

4:00 Forecasting for Round 2 – Industry Expectations and Insights from ICANN on What
Lies Ahead for Prospective Round 2 Applicants 

Cyrus Namazi
Vice President, DNS Industry Engagement
ICANN

In conversation with:

David Green
Head of Global Digital Marketing
KPMG

Over the course of this event many strategies, ideas and best practices for Round 1 TLD
implementation and launch will have been shared and discussed. Join in during this closing
session of the conference as industry insiders come together to discuss possible timeframes for
Round 2, expected changes to the application process going forward and recap key lessons
learned from early Round 1 launches.

4:45 Co-Chairs’ Closing Remarks and Open Q&A

5:00 Conference Concludes


